neers because it serves as a convenient I feel that the parallel version of the multiprocessor. benchmark against which to measure Sieve is very useful as a test of some of the some aspects of a computer's perfor-capabilities ofa parallel machine. The parmance. Specifically, the Sieve tests the allel algorithm is straightforward, and so is power of a machine (or of a compiler) to the process for checking the final results. access a very large array in memory rapidly However, the efficient implementation of and repeatedly. This power is clearly in-the algorithm on a real parallel machine, fluenced by memory access time, the speed especially in the dynamic load-balancing at which indexing is done, and the over-case, requires thoughtful design. The basic head of looping. Over the last decade, we operations required by this algorithm are have seen, in both professional journals very simple. This simplicity of basic operaand popular computer magazines,2'3 tions means that the slightest overhead numerous instances of the Sieve's use as a shows up prominently in performance benchmark.
data. The Sieve thus serves not only as a I have implemented a parallel version of very severe test of the capabilities of a parthe Sieve on the Flex/32 shared-memory allel processor; it is also an interesting multiprocessor at NASA Langley Re-challenge for the programmer.
search Center. In this article, I describe this implementation and discuss its performance. I show that the algorithm is sensi-The Sieve of Eratosthenes tive to several fundamental performance parameters of parallel machines, such as Suppose I wish to find all prime numspawning time, signaling time, memory bers between 2 and N. Eratosthenes' algoaccess, and overhead of process switching. rithm proceeds as follows. The numbers 2
Because of the nature of this algorithm, to Nare first written down. I start with the there is no advantage in using more than first number (that is, 2) and, stepping four or five processors unless dynamic through the list, cross out all of its mulload balancing is employed. I describe the tiples (in this case, 4, 6, 8, ...) . Having exhausted the list, I return to the starting 5, and so on. The uncrossed numbers that point, look at the next uncrossed number remain at the end of this process are the on the list (which is 3), and cross out its primes. multiples (6,9, 12, ...) . Coming back again It is amusing to speculate if this is acto the beginning of the list, the next tually how Eratosthenes sieved prime uncrossed number I encounter is 5 (4 numbers, whether he had an unlimited having been crossed out during the first supply of slaves, and, if not, how many pass). I repeat the crossing-out sweep slaves he used to sieve what range of numthrough the list with the multiples of 5, bers and in how much time. If this really and so on. The uncrossed numbers left at happened, it probably represents one of E the end of this process (which is illustrated the earliest instances of the implementation in Figure 1 for N = 50) are the primes. of a parallel algorithm. However, this "parSeveral issues need to be clarified. First, allel" version of the Sieve is not alluded to X d x I explicitly eliminate allmultiples of 2 from in any of the standard reference works on the list, even though I could have started classical mathematics. 5-7 with a list of odd numbers only and For the purposes of this article, it sufreduced the total work considerably. I do fices to note that the Sieve is easily parallelnot exclude even numbers because my ized and that the scenario described above purpose is not to generate prime numbers can be programmed on a real sharedefficiently, but to use the Sieve as a memory multiprocessor. There are, howmeasure of a computer's performance.
ever, some subtle points that need to be Second, I need perform the crossing-out brought out.
sweeps only up to VNT, because any num- 00 ,5 ._ S tw' 0 0 00t0,0 00 x , ,t;^00 l' i'';'0 " 00' cessor.8 Each processor has about IM byte of local memory, and all processors can access about 2M bytes of shared memory through a global bus. and all 20 machines must access the shared Once initialization is complete, the Figure 3 lists this basic algorithm, and memory by going through the local and master moves forward through the array, Figure 4 illustrates its execution for N = then the global bus. The processors are dispatching a slave whenever it encounters 100 and p = 3. numbered from 1 to 20; at Langley, pro-a location that is set to " *. " Slaves move cessors 1 and 2 operate under a Unix oper-through the array, setting to " " locations Details of implementation. Examinaating system and are used (a) for program that are multiples of prime numbers. tion of Figure 3 reveals that the bulk of the development and (b) for loading and boot-Should no idle slaves be available, the work in this algorithm is the setting to " " ing up the remaining processors when a master waits until a working slave has of locations in shared memory. This is parallel program is to be run. Thus, under fmished its sweep and signaled its avail-perhaps the simplest memory operation normal circumstances, 18 processors are ability. To minimize the incidence of the Figure 5 When the master proceeds very rpidly as compared with the slaves, the abovementioned "false primes," I timepossibility of "false primes" arises. 
; 40_ -
'' t0-a f t00'tV f 1 * > S;f10 -0-f7e d =; :t .: ,-r --T h i s is b e c a u s e of the uncertainty inherent 390t; -00-000;&-u-MMJ 2;t6-0-8 -&-308; -0 0 _; t ; $ 0 0 00040000--00_ -s-rinI parallel processing. To cess to machine registers and to obtain the running timne beyond about six proces-This arises because each processor's limit very good array-access times, as indicated sors. This is because the slaves sieving the and current location must be accessible to by the timings that are discussed in the first few primes dominate the total compu-every other processor and thus must be following sections.
tation timne. This is illustrated in Figure 7 stored in shared memory. This is in confor a problem with seven processors. It can trast with the basic algorithm (see Figure 3 ) Observed timings for the basic algo-be seen that the slave sieving 2 goes on for in which each processor's location rithut. --1 Figure show the tie I& measured.. -the longest time. while the others finish ("place") and limit ("l1ocaLUimit") can be two algorithms in this figure. It can be seen exceeds the cost of using shared memory has greater parallelism (with the attendant that the runtime of the load-balancing al-and the running time of the new algorithm uncertainty) than the basic algorithm.
gorithm is initially higher than that of the drops below that of the old. This is shown in detail in Figure 10 , which basic algorithm, but that the difference It is also noteworthy that there is a shows portions of plots for 0.5, 1, and 2 decreases as the number of processors in-significant "spread" of runtimes for all million numbers. cteases. After about 10 processors are numbers of processors greater than 1. This employed, the benefit of load balancing is because the load-balancing algorithm C Nov. 1985, pp. 195-201. 
